Canon Eos Digital Rebel Digital Field Guide
As recognized, adventure as competently as experience nearly lesson, amusement, as capably as concord can be
gotten by just checking out a books Canon Eos Digital Rebel Digital Field Guide then it is not directly done, you
could understand even more concerning this life, on the world.
We have enough money you this proper as capably as simple artifice to get those all. We allow Canon Eos Digital
Rebel Digital Field Guide and numerous book collections from fictions to scientific research in any way. in the
middle of them is this Canon Eos Digital Rebel Digital Field Guide that can be your partner.

Canon EOS Digital Rebel XSi/450D For Dummies Julie Adair
King 2011-04-20 If you’re as excited as we are about the
Rebel XSi/450D, you probably can’t wait to start
shooting. Canon EOS Digital Rebel XSi/450D For Dummies
will show you how to make every shot count! Even if
you’re new to digital SLR cameras or are unfamiliar with
general photography terms and techniques, this handy
guide will show you how to feel comfortable with the
controls and start taking beautiful photographs. Don’t
worry if you’ve never heard the words aperture, white
balance, or ISO. You’ll soon be switching easily between
automatic and manual modes, managing exposure, and using
the all-important Quality setting! You’ll learn
everything about the lenses, from how to choose the ones
you need to how to handle them. You’ll finally know how
to push just the right buttons to achieve the results
that you desire. In a snap, you will find out how to
unleash your creativity by manipulating exposure and
lighting. You will find out how to: Control picture
quality Adjust resolution for image quality and size
Shoot in automatic and manual modes Review photos using
Playback Mode and the histogram, delete unwanted photos,
and protect valuable photos from accidental deletion
Manipulate exposure, color, focus, and lighting
Download, organize, archive, print, and share photos
canon-eos-digital-rebel-digital-field-guide

with family and friends Complete with lists of ten fast
photo-editing tricks and ten special-purpose features to
explore on a rainy day, Canon EOS Digital Rebel XSi/450D
For Dummies is your one-stop guide to setting up,
working with, and making the most of your new Canon
digital SLR camera.
Canon EOS Rebel XS/1000D Digital Field Guide Charlotte
K. Lowrie 2011-05-12 Your Canon EOS Rebel XS/1000D is
small, lightweight, and packed with power and
versatility. This handy, portable guide helps you take
full advantage of Live View shooting, in-camera Canon EX
SpeedLite control, intuitive, large-text menus, and all
the controls. It offers innovative ideas and fresh
thoughts to help you capture images that reflect your
personal creative vision, plus advice on setting up your
camera for your shooting style; using Canon's Picture
Styles to manage color, contrast, and sharpness; and
capturing outstanding action, wildlife, portrait,
travel, nighttime, and macro shots.
Canon EOS Rebel T1i / 500D Digital Field Guide Charlotte
K. Lowrie 2009-06-15 A complete, full-color guide to
Canon's popular and complex dSLR camera Canon's new EOS
Rebel T1i is packed with features, both refined and new.
This guide covers them all, helping you get the most
from your investment whether you're new to SLR
photography or a first-time Rebel T1i user. Designed to
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go wherever your camera goes, the Canon EOS Rebel
T1i/500D Digital Field Guide covers all the settings and
how to use them, as well as step-by-step techniques to
help you get the best shots in various situations.
Explains all the camera's controls and settings and how
to make effective use of them Walks you through shooting
HD video with the exclusive video feature Offers
professional tips and suggestions for getting the best
shots in a wide selection of settings and environments
Illustrated with more than 200 full-color professional
photographs Discusses how to use the EOS system of
lenses and Speedlites Convenient size fits in your
camera bag for ready reference wherever you take
pictures Canon EOS Rebel T1i/500D Digital Field Guide is
an indispensable accompaniment to your Rebel T1i dSLR.
Composition Digital Field Guide, Borders Edition Alan
Hess 2010-11-17 Composition Digital Field Guide, Borders
Edition is an abbreviated e-book version of the printed
book Composition Digital Field Guide. You'll learn the
rules and guidelines that help you compose better photos
every time you pick up your camera. Then you'll discover
how to apply these techniques to create perfectly
composed landscapes, action shots, travel and wildlife
pictures, and even wedding photos.
Canon PowerShot G11 Digital Field Guide Brian McLernon
2010-02-05 Get the very most out of your Canon PowerShot
G11 camera. Now that you've got a new Canon PowerShot
G11 10.0 megapixel digital camera, take this handy book
along to help you tap all the tricks and features that
your cool new camera has to offer. Canon PowerShot G11
Digital Field Guide, sized perfectly to fit in your
camera bag, includes pages of step-by-step techniques,
beautiful full-color examples, and professional tips
sure to help you capture exactly the images you want.
Understand all the technology your new camera has to
offer—such as new face recognition software, a 5x
optical zoom, faster electronics, and much more—with
this step-by-step guide. It's so handy, you can check
for tips while you're shooting! Provides no-fail
techniques for getting the most out of your Canon
canon-eos-digital-rebel-digital-field-guide

PowerShot G11 digital camera Walks you through the
PowerShot G11's new features and functions, including
face recognition software, 5x optical zoom, RAW image
format capture, a wider aperture than standard PowerShot
models, faster electronics, and remote capture Elevates
your photography skills to a new level with photography
secrets from professional photographer and author
Charlotte Lowrie Teaches you photography essentials and
offers beautiful, full-color examples to inspire you on
your next shoot Move from standard shots to power shots
with Canon PowerShot G11 Digital Field Guide.
Popular Photography 2007-12
Popular Photography 2008-10
Der Fotokurs für Einsteiger Chris Gatcum 2014-01-21
Canon EOS 50D Digital Field Guide Charlotte K. Lowrie
2009-02-17 Charlotte Lowrie's indispensable guide to
taking the best possible pictures with the Canon EOS
50D! Go well beyond the basics with this essential guide
to getting great shots with the Canon EOS 50D camera.
Professional photographer and bestselling author
Charlotte Lowrie packs this portable guide with over 290
pages of beautiful full-color photos, proven techniques,
and no-fail formulas for tapping all the features this
exciting new high-resolution DSLR camera offers. Get to
know your Canon EOS 50D, learn all the tricks, and then
take this handy portable guide with you in the field for
quick and easy reference. Master your Canon EOS 50D
camera with expert guidance from Seattle-area
professional photographer and popular author, Charlotte
Lowrie Find pages of step-by-step techniques and
professional tips that will help you understand all the
functions, menus, and dials on your camera Explore
topics that many competitive digital SLR books just
touch on, including step-by-step instruction on exposure
and composition Learn professional composition and
lighting tricks Examine full-color examples of
breathtaking ways to capture stills, portraits, and
action shots Canon EOS 50D Digital Field Guide is the
latest in the bestselling Digital Field Guide series
that has taught thousands of photographers and beginners
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how to get the most out of their digital cameras.
Canon EOS 5D Mark II Digital Field Guide Brian McLernon
2012-01-18 Easy-to-understand techniques for getting the
most from your Canon EOS 5D Mark II DSLR At nearly
$3,000 for the body only, the Canon 5D Mark II DSLR is
for amateurs and semi-professionals who are serious
about taking great photos-and this go-anywhere guide
shares insight for doing just that. Authors Charlotte
Lowrie and Brian McLernon walk you step by step through
each function on the Canon EOS 5D Mark II, going into
more depth and scope than the standard manual that
accompanies the camera. Portable and easy to understand,
the book shows you how to get the exact show you want,
when you want them, and is packed with more than 200
beautiful color photos. Includes step-by-step techniques
and professional tips on taking exceptional photos with
your Canon EOS 5D Mark II Reviews how to better
understand the various functions and potential of your
Canon EOS 5D Mark II Features samples of inspirational
photos taken by the author With so much helpful advice
for getting the most out of your Canon EOS 5D Mark II,
you'll be referencing this guide again and again.
American Book Publishing Record 2005
Nikon D600 Digital Field Guide J. Dennis Thomas
2013-02-14 Everything you need to know to take amazing
photos with your Nikon D600 This full-color, portable
guide goes beyond the owner's manual to deliver clear,
succinct descriptions of how the Nikon D600's features
and functions work. Perfectly sized to fit in your
camera bag, this portable guide offers professional
advice on everything from composing a variety of shots
to choosing lenses and downloading photos. Veteran
author J. Dennis Thomas clearly explains how to get the
exact shots you want, when you want them, and shares
beautiful color photos from his own collection. Features
step-by-step instructions and full-color images of each
menu screen Teaches you how to adjust white balance,
autofocus, exposure, and choose lenses, and when and why
to use each of those settings Covers the essentials of
lighting, composition, and exposure Includes a bonus
canon-eos-digital-rebel-digital-field-guide

gray and color checker card that allows new DSLR owners
to capture perfect color in any environment. Packed with
amazing examples, Nikon D600 Digital Field Guide helps
you master all the menus, modes and controls of this
feature-filled dSLR, and presents you with a variety of
tips and tricks to capturing portraits, candids, sports,
travel, macro photography, and much more.
Canon EOS Rebel T4i/650D Digital Field Guide Rosh
Sillars 2012-10-10 Master every detail of this exciting
new touchscreen dSLR Canon's new introductory-level dSLR
camera boasts some revolutionary features that will be
new even to Canon veterans. This convenient guide
effectively explains every button, menu, mode, and
function of the Rebel T4i/650D, and it fits in your
camera bag so you can easily refresh your memory during
a shoot. With step-by-step descriptions of every action
and feature plus color images of every control, this
little book will have you taking charge of your camera
in no time. Learn to use the touchscreen menus, new
silent autofocus feature, and extended ISO range. You'll
also get suggestions for improving your shots in
specific situations. There's even a free gray and color
checker card to help you achieve perfect color and white
balance every time. The Canon EOS Rebel T4i/650D offers
a touchscreen, silent autofocus mode for better quality
video shooting, and a broader ISO range for improved
photo quality in low-light conditions This handy guide
clearly explains every feature, mode, dial, function,
and menu, illustrating the instructions with plenty of
full-color images Explains how and when to use various
features and provides great advice on a number of common
shooting situations Convenient 6x9-inch trim size makes
it easy to take the book along for reference, and the
bonus gray and color checker card inside helps assure
you of accurate color Canon EOS Rebel T4i/650D Digital
Field Guide is the perfect partner to help you get the
most from your exciting new Canon dSLR.
Canon EOS Rebel T5i/700D Digital Field Guide Rosh
Sillars 2013-07-10 All you need to know to use the
latest exciting new dslr camera from Canon If you want
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to get great photos from Canon's new Rebel T5i/700D dslr
camera, you've come to the right place. This practical
book takes you step by step through each button, mode,
function, and feature of the hot new Rebel T5i/700D, so
you'll be able to shoot with confidence, even in
challenging situations. Packed with beautiful, fullcolor photographs and illustrations, this handy guide
also reveals tricks and techniques that professionals
use to snap super shots and capture compelling HD video.
You'll want to keep this helpful reference on hand. Uses
an easy-to-follow style to help you get the most out of
the Canon EOS Rebel T5i/700D camera's 18 megapixel
sensor, superb DIGIC 5 Image Processor, and 5 frames per
second (fps) shooting speed Walks you step by step
through every button, dial, and menu option, so you're
ready for action when the time comes Includes over 200
full-color photographs to illustrate techniques,
features, and functions Enables enthusiasts and advanced
amateurs to shoot with ease in the most challenging
circumstances, whether stills or HD video Features a
grey/color checker card that will help you gauge and
capture perfect white balance and color in any
environment If you want to get the very most out of your
Canon EOS Rebel T5i/700D, read the guide that knows it
inside and out: Canon EOS Rebel T5i/700D Digital Field
Guide.
Canon EOS Rebel XSi / 450D Digital Field Guide Charlotte
K. Lowrie 2008-07-23
Digitale Spiegelreflex-Fotografie für Dummies David D.
Busch 2012
Canon EOS Digital Rebel XTi / 400D Digital Field Guide
Charlotte K. Lowrie 2007-02-12 This full–color book is
designed to tap the exploding market in serious digital
photography with over 250 pages of new and beautiful
photos, essential photography how–to information and
no–fail formulas for getting great digital pictures with
the newly announced Canon EOS Digital Rebel XTi/400D. It
goes above and beyond competitive digital SLR books with
step–by–step techniques that cover exposure,
composition, and professional shooting tips on
canon-eos-digital-rebel-digital-field-guide

perspective, impact, and more. Charlotte K. Lowrie,
author of two previous Digital Field Guides (see below),
is an acclaimed photographer who was managing editor of
editorial content for MSN Photos and now writes online
instructional content for Canon. Charlotte K. Lowrie
(Woodinville, WA) is a freelance editorial and stock
photographer and an award–winning writer. Her work has
appeared in Popular Photography & Imaging and
PHOTOgraphic magazines, and she is the author of the
bestselling Canon EOS Digital Rebel Digital Field Guide
as well as Adobe Camera Raw Studio Skills, the Canon EOS
30D Digital Field Guide, and Teach Yourself Visually
Digital Photography, Second Edition, all from Wiley.
Charlotte also teaches photography classes through
BetterPhoto.com.
David Busch's Compact Field Guide for the Canon EOS
Rebel SL1/100D David D. Busch 2013-09-25 This compact,
camera-bag-friendly field guide was created to help you
make the most of your Canon EOS Rebel SL1/100D. DAVID
BUSCH'S COMPACT FIELD GUIDE FOR THE CANON EOS REBEL
SL1/100D gives you the information, the tools, and the
techniques you'll need to achieve beautiful results when
shooting with this powerful camera. This capable entrylevel EOS Rebel is the world's smallest APS-C digital
SLR. In seven information-packed chapters, with helpful
checklists, tables, and charts, David Busch distills the
fundamentals of working with the Rebel SL1/100D, walks
you through the camera's features and functions, and
shows you how to shoot great photos under a variety of
conditions. Full-color illustrations show what to expect
from specific camera settings. From quick setup advice
through tips on lighting, lenses, and more, DAVID
BUSCH'S COMPACT FIELD GUIDE FOR THE CANON EOS REBEL
SL1/100D will help you get great results in the field
every time.
Popular Photography 2005-05
Canon EOS Digital Rebel XTi Digital Field Guide
Charlotte K Lowrie 2007 This full-color book is designed
to tap the exploding market in serious digital
photography with over 250 pages of new and beautiful
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photos, essential photography how-to information and nofail formulas for getting great digital pictures with
the newly announced Canon EOS Digital Rebel XTi/400D. It
goes above and beyond competitive digital SLR books with
step-by-step techniques that cover exposure,
composition, and professional shooting tips on
perspective, impact, and more. Charlotte K. Lowrie,
author of two previous Digital Field Guides (see below),
is an acclaimed photographer who was managing editor of
editorial content for MSN Photos and now writes online
instructional content for Canon. Charlotte K. Lowrie
(Woodinville, WA) is a freelance editorial and stock
photographer and an award-winning writer. Her work has
appeared in Popular Photography & Imaging and
PHOTOgraphic magazines, and she is the author of the
bestselling Canon EOS Digital Rebel Digital Field Guide
as well as Adobe Camera Raw Studio Skills, the Canon EOS
30D Digital Field Guide, and Teach Yourself Visually
Digital Photography, Second Edition , all from Wiley.
Charlotte also teaches photography classes through
BetterPhoto.com.
Canon EOS 40D Digital Field Guide Charlotte K. Lowrie
2011-08-02
Nikon D300s Digital Field Guide J. Dennis Thomas
2009-10-29 What you need to know to take amazing
photos—or shoot movies!—with your Nikon D300s camera
This portable, full-color guide explains all essential
controls, features, and functions of the Nikon D300s
camera, including the exciting new D-Movie with autofocus feature, 3-inch LCD screen, quiet shutter release,
and external microphone for movie recording. You’ll find
step-by-step instructions and invaluable tips and tricks
to help you take your best stills or live action,
whether you’re capturing portraits, candid shots, sports
or travel images, or macro photography. Shows you how to
get the very most out of your new Nikon D300s digital
camera Discusses in detail all the essential controls,
features, and functions of the Nikon D300s, including
the new D-Movie feature Provides step-by-step
instructions and full-color images of each menu screen
canon-eos-digital-rebel-digital-field-guide

Explains not only how to adjust white balance,
autofocus, exposure, and other settings, it explains
when and why you should adjust these settings Gives you
a thorough digital photography refresher on lighting and
composition Shares valuable tips and tricks to help you
capture amazing shots Shows you topic-specific secrets
to capturing portraits, candid shots, sports or travel
photos, macro photography, and others Now that you have
a Nikon D300s, make sure you have a copy of the Nikon
D300s Digital Field Guide!
Canon EOS Rebel T2i/550D Digital Field Guide Charlotte
K. Lowrie 2010-04-15 Featuring an 18.0 megapixel CMOS
sensor and DIGIC 4 image processor for high image
quality and speed, ISO 100-6400 for shooting from bright
to dim light, and many more great features, the Canon
EOS Rebel T2i brings professional features into an
entry-level digital SLR. The Canon EOS Rebel T2i/550D
Digital Field Guide will teach you how to get the most
out of these impressive features so you can improve your
photography skills. CHAPTER 1: Setting Up the EOS Rebel
T2i/550D. – This chapter will help you set up your T2i
so you can get the best image quality from your Canon
T2i. It will also cover different ways to review your
images and protect them from accidental deletion.
CHAPTER 2: Controlling Exposure and Focus. – Learn about
the different types of shooting modes on your T2i, as
well as image exposure and how to modify it for
individual shooting scenarios. CHAPTER 3: Getting Great
Color. – This chapter explores the concepts of light and
color, and teaches you how to select a white balance and
picture style on your T2i for maximum color rendering.
CHAPTER 4: Customizing the EOS Rebel T2i/550D. – Learn
how to set up your T2i for common and uncommon shooting
situations. CHAPTER 5: Shooting in Live View and
Tethered. – This chapter explains the T2i’s Live View
feature and how to shoot tethered to a computer. CHAPTER
6: Using Movie Mode. – A great starting point for any
photographer to explore the world of digital video with
the T2i, this chapter will teach you how to shoot and
playback video on the T2i. CHAPTER 7: Using Flash. –
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This chapter explores flash technology, and how to use
the T2i’s on board flash and menu options for the builtin flash and for EX-Series Speedlites. CHAPTER 8:
Exploring Canon Lenses and Accessories. This chapter
covers popular T2i lenses and how they impact the images
you capture with your T2i. CHAPTER 9: The Elements of
Exposure and Composition. – Learn how aperture, shutter
speed, and ISO affect your images, and how they work
together to determine exposure. This chapter also covers
the basics of composing images with your T2i. CHAPTER
10: Event and Action Photography. – Learn how to capture
action in your images, plus some tips and tricks for
general event photography, including how to capture
great photos in low lighting. CHAPTER 11: Nature and
Landscape Photography. – This chapter explores how to
approach shooting nature and landscape images with your
T2i. CHAPTER 12: Portrait Photography. – Learn how to
set up the T2i for portrait shooting, plus information
on choosing backgrounds, lighting, and other tips and
tricks for taking great portraits. APPENDIX A: Exploring
RAW Capture. – This chapter contains an overview of RAW
capture as well as a brief walk-through on converting
RAW images into a final image. APPENDIX B: How to Use
the Gray and Color Checker cards. – Learn how to produce
photos with accurate color and exposure with these freeinside-the-book tools. A full-color, portable-trim book
with beautiful photography for photographers on the go,
the Canon EOS Rebel T2i/550D Digital Field Guide
includes a free Grey/Color checker card to help you
achieve accurate white balance and color. With the Canon
EOS Rebel T2i/550D Digital Field Guide, you will gain a
thorough understanding of the T2i dSLR, as well as the
basic fundamentals of capturing the best possible
photos.
David Busch's Compact Field Guide for the Canon EOS
Rebel T4i/650D David D. Busch 2012-11-09 This compact,
camera-bag-friendly field guide was specially created to
help you make the most of your Canon EOS Rebel T4i/650D
digital SLR. DAVID BUSCH'S COMPACT FIELD GUIDE FOR THE
CANNON EOS REBEL T4i/650D gives you the tools and
canon-eos-digital-rebel-digital-field-guide

techniques you'll need to achieve beautiful results when
shooting with this powerful and popular camera. In seven
information-packed chapters, filled with helpful
checklists, tables, and charts, David Busch, the #1selling author of dSLR camera guides, distills the
fundamentals of working with the Canon EOS Rebel
T4i/650D, walks you through the camera's features and
functions, and shows you how to shoot great photos under
a variety of conditions. Full-color illustrations show
what to expect from particular camera settings. From
quick setup advice through tips on lighting, lenses, and
more, DAVID BUSCH'S COMPACT FIELD GUIDE FOR THE CANNON
EOS REBEL T4i/650D will help you get great results in
the field every time.
Canon EOS Rebel T3/1100D Digital Field Guide Charlotte
K. Lowrie 2011-06-28 Learn to use every feature of your
Canon T3/1100D and get great shots every time Digital
Field Guides offer step-by-step information about
digital camera controls as well as tips and techniques
for getting great photos in various common situations.
This handy guide, perfectly sized to fit in a camera
bag, explains how to use every button, dial, and setting
on your Rebel T3/1100D and also covers using the
improved HD video features, and in-camera movie editing
options. Illustrated with the author's outstanding
photos, the book provides recipes for getting the photo
you want in any environment. The EOS Rebel T3/1100D is
Canon's newest entry-level dSLR camera, offering a
streamlined and simplified experience for new dSLR users
This book explains every camera control, showing you how
to use all the buttons, dials, and settings Cover the
exciting new HD video features and offers suggestions
for getting outstanding shots in common shooting
situations Small-trim design makes it easy to take this
guide along whenever you use your camera Includes a gray
card and color checker card used to maintain accurate
color and white balance New dSLR camera users will get
up to speed quickly with the easy-to-follow guidance in
this handy field guide.
Canon EOS Rebel T3/1100D Digital Field Guide Charlotte
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K. Lowrie 2011-06-09 Learn to use every feature of your
Canon T3/1100D and get great shots every time Digital
Field Guides offer step-by-step information about
digital camera controls as well as tips and techniques
for getting great photos in various common situations.
This handy guide, perfectly sized to fit in a camera
bag, explains how to use every button, dial, and setting
on your Rebel T3/1100D and also covers using the
improved HD video features, and in-camera movie editing
options. Illustrated with the author's outstanding
photos, the book provides recipes for getting the photo
you want in any environment. The EOS Rebel T3/1100D is
Canon's newest entry-level dSLR camera, offering a
streamlined and simplified experience for new dSLR users
This book explains every camera control, showing you how
to use all the buttons, dials, and settings Cover the
exciting new HD video features and offers suggestions
for getting outstanding shots in common shooting
situations Small-trim design makes it easy to take this
guide along whenever you use your camera Includes a gray
card and color checker card used to maintain accurate
color and white balance New dSLR camera users will get
up to speed quickly with the easy-to-follow guidance in
this handy field guide.
Canon EOS 5D Digital Field Guide Charlotte K. Lowrie
2012-07-02 Make the most of your Canon EOS 5D with the
professional advice and tips in this go-anywhere guide.
Learn to use every control, compare various lenses and
Speedlites, and then explore how to get peak performance
from your EOS 5D in all the shooting situations where it
truly shines. You?ll discover how to set the metering
mode to get the results you expect, explore the
qualities and effects of each type of lens and
accessory, and what to pack in your gear bag (along with
this book) for every shooting scenario.
Canon EOS Digital Rebel XS/1000D Christopher Grey
2013-03-20 Just bought a Canon EOS Digital Rebel
XS/1000D and looking to combine practical know-how with
inspiration? This one-stop, easy-to-read guide covers
all the basic functions of the camera, and everything
canon-eos-digital-rebel-digital-field-guide

beyond. Inside, you'll find detailed explanations of
every control and every feature, including full-color
illustrations showing how changing each setting will
affect your photos. But this book's greatest strength
isn't its focus on the camera; it's the detailed, easyto-follow instruction it offers on using your camera to
take superior photographs. The lens, the subject matter,
the light-all these variables are covered in depth, and
always in the context of the Canon EOS Digital Rebel
XS/1000D. Written by a widely acclaimed photographer and
teacher, Canon EOS Digital Rebel XS/1000D shows you how
to get the shots you can see in your head but have never
been able to capture with a camera. .Get up and running
in five minutes with the quick start guide .Master your
camera's many features and controls .Profit from dozens
of tips and tricks .See first-hand how different
settings affect your photos .Refine and manage your
photos using the Canon software .Be inspired by hundreds
of gorgeous, full color photographs, and learn how to
get the same effects in your own shots
Canon EOS Rebel T7i/800D For Dummies Julie Adair King
2017-08-07 Action, beauty, adventure, and art—start
capturing memories today! Canon EOS Rebel T7i/800D For
Dummies is your ultimate guide to taking spectacular
photos—no photography experience required! The EOS Rebel
offers professional features that camera phones just
cannot match, and this book shows you how to take
advantage of these features to take stunning photos in
any situation. First, you'll take a tour of the controls
to learn what everything does, where to find it, and how
to use it. Next, you'll walk through the automatic,
scene, and manual modes to learn the strengths and
weaknesses of each, and how to choose a mode based on
your goals for that particular photo. You'll learn how
to capture action shots, take beautiful portraits, and
get as artsy as you want to get as you adjust for color,
lighting, and focus, and control exposure for different
effects. Taking great photos doesn't have to be
difficult! Your camera offers everything you need to
perfectly capture any scene, and this book provides
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clear, easy-to-follow instruction to help you take full
advantage of these professional tools. Get acquainted
with your camera's controls Shoot in automatic, scene,
or manual mode Compose shots and work with lighting like
a pro Adjust for focus, color, depth of field, and more
Whether you're taking pictures at a party, shooting
scenery on vacation, catching action at a ball game, or
just wandering around capturing spontaneous moments of
beauty, awesome photos are just a few simple steps away.
Your Canon EOS Rebel T7i/800D is equipped with the tools
to make any scene share-worthy, and Canon EOS Rebel
T7i/800D For Dummies equips you to start snapping
professional-quality photos today!
Popular Photography 2008-08
Canon EOS 30D Digital Field Guide Charlotte K. Lowrie
2006-10-30 Whether you're a professional or an advanced
amateur, the Canon EOS 30D delivers outstanding
performance and image quality. This guide is designed to
help you get the most from your 8.2-megapixel EOS 30D,
regardless of your shooting preferences and style.
Packed with valuable advice from a professional
photographer, it will help you make every shot
memorable. Tuck this handy Field Guide in your gear bag
and take it with you as a quick and insightful
reference. * Investigate all of the features of your
Canon 30D * Learn the various modes, view, play back,
and protect images or erase unwanted shots * Brush up on
composition guidelines and the elements of exposure *
Explore conversion programs for RAW images * Compose the
best possible shots with expert advice on lighting and
exposure * Get insider tips on shooting portraits,
weddings, business and product photos, landscapes, and
much more Visit our Web site at www.wiley.com/compbooks
Veterinary Ophthalmology Kirk N. Gelatt 2021-02-09 Diese
vollständig aktualisierte und überarbeitete Ausgabe des
Standardwerks der veterinärmedizinischen Augenheilkunde
präsentiert die neuesten Diagnose- und
Therapieverfahren. Das Fachbuch deckt die
Grundlagenwissenschaften und klinische
Behandlungsmethoden ab, spiegelt den aktuellen Stand der
canon-eos-digital-rebel-digital-field-guide

Forschung wider und beschäftigt sich mit der
Augenheilkunde sämtlicher Tierarten, darunter Hunde,
Katzen, Pferde, Großtiere und Exoten. Augenerkrankungen
bei Katzen, Pferden und Vögeln werden noch ausführlicher
und anhand von nahezu zweitausend Farbfotos erläutert.
Dieses Fachbuch ist ein Muss für Veterinärmediziner in
der Behandlung von Augenkrankheiten. - Die 6. Auflage
von Veterinary Ophthalmology präsentiert alle Aspekte,
die für die Diagnose, Behandlung und das Management von
Augenkrankheiten relevant sind. Zu dieser Auflage
gehören auch eine begleitende Website mit Videoclips und
Abbildungen aus der Printausgabe im PowerPoint-Format,
weiterhin das wohl umfassendste Literaturverzeichnis zu
dem Fachgebiet. - Neue Auflage des Standardwerks der
Augenheilkunde für Veterinärmediziner. - Bietet noch
mehr Inhalte zu Augenerkrankungen bei Katzen, Pferden
und Vögeln. - Mit mehr als 2000 Farbfotos, die die
Inhalte verdeutlichen. - Die Autoren sind international
renommierte Experten des Fachgebiets. - Begleitende
Website mit Videoclips und Bildermaterial im PowerPointFormat zum Herunterladen. Die 6. Auflage von Veterinary
Ophthalmology darf in der Handbibliothek von
Fachtierärzten mit Spezialisierung auf Augenheilkunde
und Veterinärmedizinern, die Augenerkrankungen
behandeln, nicht fehlen.
Popular Photography 2007-06
David Busch's Compact Field Guide for the Canon EOS
Rebel T5i/700D David D. Busch 2013-09-03 This compact,
camera-bag-friendly field guide was created to help you
make the most of your Canon EOS Rebel T5i/700D. DAVID
BUSCH'S COMPACT FIELD GUIDE FOR THE CANON EOS REBEL
T5i/700D gives you the information, the tools, and the
techniques you'll need to achieve beautiful results when
shooting with this powerful camera. The T5i/700D is
Canon's most advanced Rebel dSLR ever, featuring an 18
megapixel CMOS (APS-C) sensor, the DIGIC 5 image
processor, an extensive ISO range, continuous shooting
of up to 5 frames per second, and much more. In seven
information-packed chapters, with helpful checklists,
tables, and charts, David Busch distills the
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fundamentals of working with the Rebel T5i/700D, walks
you through the camera's features and functions, and
shows you how to shoot great photos under a variety of
conditions. Full-color illustrations show what to expect
from specific camera settings. From quick setup advice
through tips on lighting, lenses, and more, DAVID
BUSCH'S COMPACT FIELD GUIDE FOR THE CANON EOS REBEL
T5i/700D will help you get great results in the field
every time.
Nikon D200 Digital Field Guide David D. Busch 2012-06-26
You've been waiting for an affordable dSLR with the
quality and versatility of the Nikon D200. Packed with
great techniques and full-color examples, this book
helps you take advantage of all the D200's features.
From the Quick Tour on how to use your D200 to the
intricacies of setting white balance, working with the
flash, converting NEF, and shooting superb images in
more than twenty common situations, it's all here—and it
goes anywhere you and your Nikon can. Get a clear
understanding of your camera's challenges and advantages
Choose the right shooting, exposure, and focus modes for
each type of shot Use extended ISO and noise reduction
Explore how various lenses can enhance your work Work
with different flash options and available light Visit
our Web site at www.wiley.com/compbooks
Canon EOS Rebel T3i / 600D Digital Field Guide Charlotte
K. Lowrie 2011-04-22 The Canon Rebel EOS T3i/600D is a
powerful camera packed with new features. Covering every
button, menu, and setting on your new Canon EOS Rebel
T3i, the Canon Rebel EOS T3i/600DDigital Field Guide can
help you to achieve the most with your new camera.
Chapter 1: Setting Up the EOS Rebel T3i/600D- This
chapter identifies every button, dial, and indicator on
your camera and walks you through setting up your Canon
T3i for immediate use. Chapter 2: Controlling Exposure
and Focus: This chapter teaches you how each of your
camera’s modes functions, from fully automatic to the
daunting manual mode. It also covers how to adjust key
exposure settings such as ISO, shutter speed, and
aperture. Chapter 3: Getting Great Color and Adding
canon-eos-digital-rebel-digital-field-guide

Creative Effects- Within this chapter, you’ll discover
how properly adjust white balance, change color space,
or apply creative filter effects in camera. Chapter 4:
Customizing the EOS Rebel T3i/600D- This section will
teach you to personalize your camera by customizing key
features such as exposure or autofocus to fit your
personal preferences. Chapter 5: Shooting with a Live
View on the LCD- This chapter covers how to set up,
work, and shoot in live view. Chapter 6: Using Movie
Mode- Chapter 6 covers how to get the most of your movie
mode by knowing some of the basics like recording and
playing back your videos. Chapter 7: Working with FlashThis chapter explores your flash options from shooting
with the built-in flash, modifying flash exposure,
shooting with a speedlite, or using a wireless flash,
and much more. Chapter 8: Exploring Lenses and
Accessories- Chapter 8 offers key advice on choosing the
best lenses and accessories for your Canon T3i,
including recommendations for a variety of budgets and
skill-levels. Chapter 9: The Elements of Exposure and
Composition- This chapter gives a primer on the
fundamentals of exposure and composition to help you
take the best possible photos now that you know how to
make all necessary adjustments to your camera settings.
Appendix- How to Use the Gray Card and Color Checker- A
bonus gray card and color checker are provided to help
you get the color right on every shot. This appendix
teaches you how to make the most of this great add-on.
The Canon Rebel EOS T3i/600DDigital Field Guide is a
friendly, efficient, clearly-illustrated guide that will
enable you to confidently capture beautiful images with
your new Canon EOS Rebel T3i.
Canon EOS Digital Rebel Digital Field Guide Charlotte K.
Lowrie 2005-07-08 What do you want to photograph?
Nature? Fascinating places you visit? Family activities?
Whatever your passion, your Canon Digital Rebel lets you
leave limitations behind and express your creativity.
This convenient guide is packed with helpful information
you'll use almost every time you pull out your Digital
Rebel ? camera essentials, photography basics, and fail-
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proof formulas for creating dynamite photos, all richly
illustrated in full color. It'll be the second most
important tool in your camera bag.
Nikon D70 Digital Field Guide David D. Busch 2011-08-02
Congratulations! You have one of the most versatile,
feature-rich digital SLRs on the market, and this fullcolor guide helps you make the most of it. Learn how to
set up your Nikon D70 or D70s and adjust it for every
subject and circumstance. Get professional advice on
choosing lenses, composing more than twenty-five types
of shots, even downloading and displaying your photos.

canon-eos-digital-rebel-digital-field-guide

Wherever your imagination takes you, take this book
along. Use the Quick Tour to get the feel of your camera
right away Shift easily between semi-automatic and
manual modes Work with flash and available lighting to
achieve different effects Explore special lenses like
macro, vibration reduction, and teleconverters Discover
the secrets of perfect action, business, portrait, or
nature photography Make downloading and editing problemfree
Popular Photography 2007-10
Canon EOS 7D Digital Field Guide Charlotte K. Lowrie
2009-12-22
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